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Abstract

This paper discusses processes employed in manufacturing zirconium-potassium perchlorate

propellant for the NASA standard initiator. It provides both a historical background on the NSI

device----detailing problem areas and their resolution--and on propellant blending techniques.

Emphasis is placed on the precipitation blending method. The findings on mixing equipment,

processing, and raw materials are described. Also detailed are findings on the bridgewire slurry

operation, one of the critical steps in the production of the NASA standard initiator.

Background

The NASA standard initiator (NSI) is a two-pin electrically activated, hot wire+ electro-

explosive that was designed and qualified in 1966 as the single bridgewire Apollo standard

initiator (SBASI) to meet the requirements of the Apollo lunar mission. The SBASI was

subsequently adopted and standardized for use as the NSI on the Space Shuttle system,

on Shuttle payloads, and on other NASA-sponsored programs as the NSI.

The NSI's function is to translate an electrical stimulus into a pyrotechnic action or train; in the

pyrotechnic world, this is known as a first fire. It primarily produces a flame and hot particles

that ignite or initiate other powders, but it can be used for pressure impulse in some applications.

The NSI has been widely incorporated into both the pressure producers and the detonators used

in pyrotechnic systems for numerous spacecraft. Owing to its well-established reliability and

reputation, the NSI has been sought after by many government and commercial customers

worldwide to fly on both crewed and uncrewed vehicles. Over 100,000 NSIs have been

manufactured to date.

NSI uses as its propellant finely powdered zirconium metal mixed with finely powdered

potassium perchlorate held together by a Viton-B rubber binder. Propellant specifics are:

Ingredient % by weight Specification

Zirconium 52.0 Mii-Z-399D, Type II, Class II
Hafnium content: 3.0% max

No ball milling to final size

Potassium 42.0 MiI-P-217, Grade A, Class 4

Perchlorate No ball milling to final size

Viton '+B" 5.0 DuPont Sales specification No. 14,

1985-02-06

Graphite 1.0 MiI-G- 155, Grade III.
Particle size less than 1 micron

Mixed propellant caloric content: 1340 (min) to 1450 calories per gram



Until recently,propellantblendingwasconsideredaproprietaryoperationof thequalifiedNSI
sources.Sinceit hadworkedsuccessfullyupuntil 1986,little governmentinvestigationwas
undertaken.But in 1986,Hishearexperiencedafailureof lot XRA to fire at-260°F. A failure
investigationwaslaunchedthatlasted3 years.Many in-housetestswereperformedto support
this investigation,andNASA gainedconsiderableknowledgeaboutboththe blending and the

bridgewire slurrying processes. One result of this investigation was that NASA recognized how

critical each process was to the final product, and the need to define each process better to assure

NSI performance.

One of the changes imposed on the NSI as an outcome of this failure was the imposition of

testing at the worst extreme of temperature. This worst extreme was analyzed to be -420°F.

Consequently, a new test was originated to screen lots already manufactured and any new lots

that were to be manufactured. Owing to its severe nature, the test is very sensitive to picking up

changes in the processing of an initiator. The -420°F testing revealed increasing failure rates in

lots manufactured by Hishear after 1982 (except for two lots) and no failures in units built by

SOS. It was not until later that an explanation for the success of these two lots in the midst of

other failed lots was arrived at. The surprising failure rates experienced by the Hishear units

caused much concern and precipitated greater in-house effort.

One of the early tests performed to understand the propellant was the unbound blend propellant

test. This test examined the effect Viton binder had on the propellant mix. Prevailing theories

put forward were that the Viton was incorporated for electrostatic sensitivity protection and/or

age life considerations, but it was unknown what effect the Viton played in the cold temperature

problem. To answer this, a blend of propellant was made by Hishear without binder but with the

same raw ingredients that had always been used. This blend was loaded into NSIs without any

other changes. At this time, the Hishear design had no slurry on the bridgewire. All of the units

were put through a simulated qualification test and were fired at -420°F. They functioned and

functioned faster than had been seen before. The mean bridgewire burnout was 183 _ts and the

mean function time was 384 las. From this test it was concluded that, by not allowing bridgewire

to heat the mix to ignition, the binder was part of the problem. Prior to bridgewire burnout, too

much energy was being lost burning through the rubber to elevate the percblorate particle

temperature to decomposition. Although removing the binder appeared to solve the cold

temperature problem, it was deemed an unacceptable solution because of potential age life

reduction and other unknown effects on the propellant.

It is important to note that when binder is eliminated, the propellant reacts significantly faster.

This provided an important clue toward adopting a slurry for the bridgewire and the technique

for its application. Propellant grains must be laid next to the wire without binder.

Propellant Materials

The failure investigation eventually traced NSI failures to several causes: materials and

processing changes as well as design differences between suppliers. Part of the problem was an

unrecognized change in the processing of raw zirconium. According to literature, fine zirconium

powder is pyrophoric in air; i.e., its ignition temperature is 20°C (68°F). This was known to be

the case for the original Foote Mineral Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, processed zirconium.

Experience by persons responsible for blending this material was that sparkling could be seen



if the powder was brushed from the mixing table onto the ground. With other powders, this was

not the case. Only recently has a truly pyrophoric grade of zirconium become available from CM

Chemical Products, Inc. Propellant made from this material shows excellent results.

A study of the production of zirconium reveals several items of interest. According to the

ASTM manual, the powder is produced by any of three methods. Its reactivity is dependent on

its mode of manufacture. The different modes are:

1. Calcium reduced powder- Various zirconium compounds are reduced to zirconium with

calcium. The powder is relatively impure.

2. Leached powder- Various zirconium compounds are produced by leaching the Kroll process

reduction mass. The powder is fine and forms tiny spheres.

3. Alloy powder- Various zirconium compounds are made by a hydride-dehydride process.

The material is first heated in a hydrogen atmosphere to form a hydride which is then crushed

and ground to the desired size. (Hydriding makes the material brittle and reduces its sensitivity

to ignition.) The hydride is then heated to about 600°C under vacuum to remove the hydrogen

(dehydriding). All grinding and packaging processes are performed in an inert argon atmosphere

in order to protect the fresh reactive surfaces generated during sizing from moisture, oxygen, and

nitrogen.

Zirconium almost always contains hydrogen because hydrogen has an affinity for it. It also

freely forms hydrides. The rule is: the less hydrogen present, the lower the ignition temperature

of zirconium. Indeed, the hydrides of zirconium are much safer to handle than zirconium itself.

Their "inertness," however, shows itself as less sensitive to ignition and as producing a slower

burning rate. Removal of hydrogen by heat and vacuum increases the burning rate and restores

sensitivity to ignition. Prolonged storage under water may influence burning characteristics.

Zirconium may slowly catalyze the breakup of the water to form hydrides. Again, heat and

vacuum exposure appear to be remedial.

Handling pyrophoric zirconium can be hazardous. Zirconium fires, which are difficult to

extinguish, are a constant threat. Spraying them with water only exacerbates them. Because of

these difficulties, the Foote Mineral Co. lost a manufacturing facility. It appears that the powder

manufacturing industry recognized the hazard and decided that processing zirconium to such a

pure state was not worth the risk. Instead, hafnium and hydrogen may have been left as hazard

moderators.

Hafnium, a metal normally found in the same ore as zirconium, is difficult to separate and

may act as an ignition suppressant by elevating the autoignition temperature. Literature records a

commercial grade of zirconium hydride of 2 to 6 micron particle size containing 1.8% hydrogen

and 2.5% hafnium with an ignition temperature of 270°C. This closely matches the ignition

temperatures of the commercially available powdered zirconium measured by the Johnson Space

Center (JSC) in 1987. The Mil-Z399D spec by which zirconium is procured treats the hafnium

content as zirconium in the chemical assay; hence, the quantity of hafnium in the zirconium is

uncontrolled by the Mil spec.

To study the autoignition temperature of commercially available grades of zirconium,

JSC originated the zirconium autoignition test in 1987 and analyzed the hafnium content



within each zirconium powder tested. This test heated the metal to increasing temperatures

and exposed it to air at the same temperature as the metal. When the temperature was at or

above the autoignition temperature of zirconium, a flash would occur. When this happened, the

temperature would be lowered and the test would be repeated until no flash occurred. By proper

iteration of temperatures, it was found that the autoignition temperature could be defined within

a narrow band. The test was run with various types of zirconium that had been used by both

supplies. Test results are listed below.

Zirconium Autoignition Zirconium Hafnium

Type Temperature Content Content
(_+10°F)

Degussa 470°F 97.8% 1.8%

Ventron II 470°F 97.7% 2.0%

Foote Grade G 470°F 97.3% 2.4%

Foote Grade 120A 490°F 97.6% 2.1%

Automergic 500°F 97.5% 2.1%

The test also demonstrated that maintaining a vacuum on zirconium can lower the autoignition

temperature. Subsequent testing by one of the NSI suppliers has substantiated this conclusion.

Prolonged vacuum drying (6 days) at 200°F produced a vigorous chemical with higher caloric

values. Removal of hydrogen adsorbed onto the surface may be part of the explanation for

this effect.
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In support of this theory of the change in zirconium sensitivity, it was uncovered in 1989 that

the two initiator lots which had experienced no -420°F testing failures had had a small quantity

of pyrophoric zirconium added to them. Since zirconium was now less sensitive, the Hishear

design manifested an intrinsic weakness: Under cryogenic conditions, the main propellant plug

contracted slightly from the bridgewire, preventing good energy transfer between the wire and

the propellant. At cryogenic temperatures, there is little convective and radiation heat transfer,

mostly conduction. If conduction is interrupted by gaps, the small heat transfer during the time

the bridgewire is intact is marginal to burn through the binder and start the main propellant slug

burning. If additional energy is required owing to a loss of sensitivity, the unit will not transfer

sufficient energy before the bridgewire burns out and the unit fails to fire. This failure

mechanism was solved by the slurried configuration.

The slurried configuration assures good energy transfer from the wire into the main charge by

using a binder to trap propellant on the wire. The slurry deposits a small quantity of propellant

on the sides and behind the bridgewire. Because of heat transfer and because the propellant next

to the bridgewire has been changed into a more active component (by the solvent evaporation

process), the propellant is better able to be ignited. The binder in the evaporator process moves

away from the active ingredients. This makes the design more forgiving to propellant variations.

In addition to other differences, the potassium perchlorate was being fluid-energy milled. The

oxidizer was being rolled to a small size for pressure considerations. The particle normally has

sharp broken comers that have been produced from larger particles by crushing. But once the

particles are rolled for any period of time, the corners begin to round and the particle approaches

a sphere. This action defeats the ignition physics by spreading the available heat over a larger

surface. Ignition is essentially an aero-thennodynamic process whereby hot gas flows over and

impinges against surfaces. The sharper the surface radius, the higher the resulting temperature

on the surface.

To have a particle reach its autoignition temperature in the fastest time, a particle should have as

sharp a radius exposed to streaming hot gas as possible. An analog to this is starting a campfire.

To start a campfire in a hurry, small kindling is first ignited; i.e., material where the autoignition

temperature is achieved faster and the radius is the smallest, namely twigs or grass. If a piece of

paper is used, the paper is ignited on an edge rather than in the middle. Once the campfire is

ignited, larger particles or logs can be placed on the fire. Because the perchlorate had been fluid-

energy milled to uniformly round shapes, the ignition energy was increased and the time for

conflagration to begin was lengthened. This in itself was not a problem; but in combination with

other changes, it produced a unit that would not ignite in a super-cold environment where every

microsecond counts. To correct this, a slurried bridgewire was adopted and the potassium

perchlorate was hammer-milled to size. Hammer milling maintains edges on particles.

A summary of the lessons learned from the testing done to support this investigation follows:

I. Zirconium manufactured today has hafnium remaining within it. Hafnium content may

inhibit the ignition sensitivity of zirconium.

2. Absorbed hydrogen or zirconium hydride within the powdered zirconium inhibits the

ignition sensitivity of zirconium. Hydrogen can be removed from zirconium with heat and

vacuum.



3. The caloric output of a propellant is strongly controlled by the powdered zirconium (the

amount of oxidation and hydrogen absorbed) and by the way the test is performed. The

sample should be pelletized to control the burn.

4. The peak pressure developed by the initiator is a strong function of the mean particle size

of the potassium perchlorate and, to a lesser degree, the shape of the perchlorate particle,

method of blending and graphite addition.

5. The propellant homogeneity, particularly that of the Viton binder, is a function of the

blending process and the way the solvent is allowed to evaporate from (or leave) the mix.

Binder+ dissolved in the solvent+ moves to the evaporating surface. To achieve a uniform

binder composition, the mix should be turned continuously during the drying process.

6. Slurry is taken from the main blend, and its activity is highly dependent on its binder

composition. Excess binder in the slurry will slow slurry speed, but insufficient binder will

allow the active particles to move away from the wire.

7. Too small a perchlorate particle will weaken the slurry mix and will allow material to

slough off the bridgewire.

8. Function time at -420°F is a strong function of propellant homogeneity and the slurry

process. The slurry must have the proper viscosity on application and must air evaporate

(2 hours recommended) to a dry consistency before being oven treated to achieve its proper

speed and structure.

9. Finalparticle sizing on the zirconium and the perchlorate particle should be achieved by a

crushing action (as opposed to a rolling action) to maintain sharp edges. Sharp edges aid the

ignition process.

10. The -420°F coM temperature test sequence (bake-shake-fire) is a highly sensitive test to

uncovering processing or material changes.

As part of the corrective action to this failure, NASA originated propellant batch testing to

protect its suppliers from the loss of a lot due to future propellant problems. Since this test is

accomplished prior to production, it allows vendors an early look at the performance of the unit

without jeopardizing production hardware. It performs the same tests on just 20 units that will

eventually be done in DLAT with 1000 or more units at stake.

Propellant Blending

A further outcome to this investigation is that NASA has pursued an active interest in

powder blending and in the variables that affect it in order to understand and control the effect of

blending on initiator performance.

As well as performing in-house testing on powder blending, NASA has sought outside help

to understand blending. Early efforts rt include work done at EG&G Mound Laboratories in

Miamisburg, Ohio+ and by the Naval Ordnance Station (NOS) at Indian Head, Maryland. The

Mound effort scoped a variety of propellant blending techniques and ranked each against other,+

in a matrix. Although this work highlighted areas of interest and additional avenues to pursue, it



did not specifyenoughto establisha productionpropellantblendingsystem.Thesubsequent
effort with theNOSwasvery specificandconcentratedondefiningaproductionblending
capabilitythatuseda hexanecountersolventprecipitationmethodwith specificationgrade
ingredients.This procedureproducedapropellantthat wasloadedinto initiatorsandput through
testingsimilar to flight units. TheNOSeffort showedexcellentresults.

Theblendingof explosivepowdershasalwaysbeenanartfor whichtherearefew mastersin
thepyrotechniccommunity. Mostpeopleonly observeatadistance.(It couldbesaidto bea
dyingart.) Thefew masterblendersleft usuallyguardtheir secretsjealously. ForNASA to
maintainits corporateasset,blendingoperationshadto bedocumentedindetail,particularlywith
zirconium-potassiumperchlorate(ZPP),whichhistoricallyis unforgivingof mistakes.ZPP is
oneof themostsensitiveof propellantsto strayenergydischarge.Sparksundetectableto the
nakedeyewill causeZPPto ignite. Themetalpowderusedin the initiator is sofineandactive
thatit hasto behandledas"pyrophoric;" i.e., it canburstinto flameonexposureto air. To be
ableto manipulateandproducea blendwith theseingredients,theutmostskill andcareis
required.Fewpersonshavemanagedto do this reliablyoverasustainedperiod.

Blendingby pyrotechnicmanufacturershasprincipallybeenachievedbyhand. Powders
aremixeddry and/orpouredintoa45-degreeinclinedbowl rotatingwith aViton/acetone
solution. Becauseof theblender'smanipulation,a homogeneousmix is producedandthe
solventis evaporateddown. After this themoistsolid is sievedin air throughaU.S. standard
screenby hand. Theprocessis labor intensive,it requireshoursto accomplish,it ishazard
intensive;andit reliesonsubtleandfrequentmanipulations(secrets)of themixture to produce
ahomogeneousViton binder. Mostblendingisdoneby solvent-evaporationblending.

To producetheViton-coatedZPPmixture,two basicmethodscanbeused.Oneallowsthe
blendingsolvent,which hastherubberin solution,to evaporatefrom themix, leavingtherubber
behind.This is theevaporationmethod.Theotherrelieson thedisplacementof rubberfrom the
blendingsolventonto theactiveparticlesandtheliquid is decantedfrom thesolidmixture. This
is theprecipitationmethod.

Theprecipitationmethodusestwo fluids for blending: asolventfor therubber(Viton) anda
countersolventfluid to maketherubberdropfrom solution. Theevaporationcycleusesonly a
singlefluid for blending: asolventfor theViton. Themostfrequentlyusedsolventfor Viton
isacetone.Viton isreadily takeninto solutionby acetone,whereit makesaviscousrubber
liquid to whichactiveingredientsareadded.Onceahomogeneousmixture isattainedby some
mixing style,thesolventisallowedto evaporateandcoattheparticleswith afilm of Viton. This
film, whichactsasa binderfor thepropellant,cansignificantlyaffect its workingresponse.To
getconsistentandrapidfunctiontimes,homogeneityisrequiredthroughouttheentireblend.
To assurehomogeneity,thebindermustbeuniformly distributedthroughoutthemix.

In anevaporationblend,wheretheViton in solutionis constantlymovingto anevaporating
surfacewith thesolvent,caremustbetakento continuouslyprovidenewsurfaceswhile thereis
solventleft to evaporate.Thismethodreliesonmanualandfrequentmovementsof themix
duringprocessingto achievegoodblends;notsurprisingly,it alsorequiresseveralhoursper
blend. Thebowl full of mix cakemustbebrokeninto afine powderto beof anyuse. This is
doneby waitinguntil thecakehasdriedto a"moist" statethatwill still breakapartbutnotbe



too dry to cause a static hazard. The mix cake is then pushed by hand through a U.S. Standard

sieve no. 20 to produce a fine powder, is spread into a thin layer, and is oven dried.

The precipitation method relies less on individual blenders and requires less manipulation.

Blend homogeneity is more dependent on blending hardware, which can remain the same from

blend to blend, and on fixed procedures. The process, which uses considerably more solvent

than the other method, starts when a solution of Viton within acetone is created. The solution

is placed in a high-speed blender where it is turbulently stirred. While the blender is running,

active ingredients are added and are allowed to mix. When a second fluid or countersolvent is

added to the spinning mixture, the Viton becomes saturated and begins to precipitate. It comes

out of solution using a propellant particle as a nucleus on which it can coalesce. Because of the

extreme turbulence, all particles are eventually coated with a uniform layer of rubber. After a

short time, graphite is added into the sticky, wet mass. The particles are allowed to settle, and

the liquid is decanted off. The wet mix is rinsed with a countersolvent to remove all acetone

from the Viton-coated particles; this hardens the rubber surface. The mix is then poured, while

in a wet state, onto a sieve submerged in a countersolvent. Here the mix normally breaks apart,

usually through a finer screen (U.S. Standard sieve no. 30). It is then spread wet, air dried, and

sent to the oven for final drying.

Different fluids may be used as countersolvents to precipitate Viton from acetone. These fluids

include toluene, heptane, hexane, and mixtures thereof.

Precipitation Blending

Difficulties met in the manufacture of NSI propellant led to an in-house investigation on the

manufacturing process. This in-house study focused on the precipitation process because of its

inherently lower risk, high product quality, speed of manufacture, repeatability, and application

to automation. It should be noted that the evaporation process can also produce an excellent end

product and is still favored by some manufacturers. Each process has its fine points that, once
understood, will serve the artisan well. It is our belief, however, that most manufacturers will

eventually turn toward the precipitation process in an effort to reduce risk and simplify the

production task.

Manufacturing any pyrotechnic composition is hazardous and makes the investigation of

manufacturing processes difficult. To circumvent these obstacles, it was decided to start making

blends using inert materials. The first inert material used was sieved glass powder, but this was

quickly replaced by tin powder and sodium sulfate to more closely simulate the densities of

zirconium and potassium perchlorate, respectively. Blending operations were carried out in

a transparent glass container so that particle movement and grain growth could be observed.

During the first blending observations, deficiencies of the mixing apparatus were noted and

addressed by application of a baffle and a centrally offset impeller. Subsequent runs revealed

interesting behavior of the binder during precipitation and eventually led to a detailed study of

the polymer and its solutions. By continuing to use inert blends, important findings on the rate

of solvent addition, mixing time, and impellers were made. Over 25 inert blends were produced.

Important findings in the precipitation blending method are that it is necessary to



. achieve good turbulent mixing so that particles will repeatedly pass through the mixture,

particularly when precipitate is being formed. In ordinary blenders, it is important to add a

baffling system (baffles and gap) to ensure turbulence by defeating the tangential velocity

which forms off the blade and to prevent stagnation of solids behind the baffle, if possible,

by moving the blade off center. The vortex the blade forms causes evaporation and
stratification.
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2. establish the rate and place at which a countersolvent is added (determined by each

blender) so the mixer can quickly incorporate the countersolvent evenly into the entire

solution without forming a local oversaturation condition that might cause a sticky rubber

layer to develop and form on itself.

3. recognize that the ratio of countersolvent to solvent is very important in determining the

amount and texture of rubber that precipitates. The amount and molecular weight of the

rubber lost in the decant fluid depends on this ratio.

4. be aware that, if graphite is used as the partitioning agent, its uptake onto the particles is

assisted by the precipitation of Viton. Graphite should be added when the countersolvent is

added at a ratio where the last 0.5 to I% rubber is left to precipitate so that the final coating

of lightweight, tacky rubber may help to bind the graphite to the surface.

Testing with powder produced by the precipitation cycle technique by both JSC and its NSI

vendors has shown excellent results. From these tests, a curve for the solubility of Viton in an

acetone/hexane, solvent/countersolvent combination has been determined. The curve obtained is

shown in the following figure.
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When these data are used in conjunction with a blending recipe, another curve can be generated

that gives the Viton content in the output mix versus countersolvent/solvent ratio. Data from a

hexane countersolvent recipe used by JSC have produced the following:

VITON VERSUS HEXANE/ACETONE RATIO
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1,0 11 12 13 ]4 15 Ib

RATIO OF HEXANE TO ACETONE

Analysis of this curve shows that by using a hexane-to-acetone ratio of 1.3, more than half of

the rubber available (5%) has dropped out of solution; and by increasing the amount of hexane-

to-acetone from 1.3 to 1.6, nearly all of the rubber is liberated from the solution.

A simple lab test with 10 ml of a Viton/acetone solution (in a ratio of 20 g of Viton in 700 ml

of acetone) in each of 8 vials when mixed with enough hexane to achieve a hexane-to-acetone

ratio of 1.1, 1.2, 1.25, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, and 1.7 gives a clear view of what is happening in the

10



blendingprocess.Whatthis experimentshowsis thetextureof rubberwhenit is precipitated.
At 1.1and i .2, thereappearsto be no precipitate. At a 1.25 ratio, due to the amount of acetone

still in solution, the Viton is an emulsion--i.e., it is diaphanous and thin and flows easily--that

does not stick to the container. It requires a long settling time for separation. In a quiescent

solution, the separation line between the Viton layer and the remaining liquid is indistinct and

the layer holding the Viton is not viscous. As the ratio is pushed toward 1.6, the Viton becomes

more viscous and slower to flow; and, when agitated, the Viton readily separates and drops out

of solution. The separation line of the Viton becomes more distinct. At a 1.6 ratio, the Viton

has settled completely out of the liquid to the bottom of the container as a tough rubber film. It

is extremely viscous and tenacious. Above a 1.6 ratio, the rubber clings to the container without

moving. With these observations in mind, it becomes apparent what is happening in the mixer as

precipitation occurs.

At a hexane-to-acetone ratio of 1.2 or lower, little to no precipitation takes place. At

approximately 1.25, a large quantity of thin, lightly viscous rubber is liberated which flows and

disperses easily. At 1.4, the rubber is much thicker but still flows and disperses when agitated

sufficiently. Above 1.4, the rubber becomes very thick, settling of the Viton-coated particles

occurs rapidly, and solids are starting to aggregate. The Viton precipitates as a semisolid with

acetone remaining within it. The acetone is absorbed within the rubber like a sponge absorbs

water. This acetone affects the texture of the rubber and the mixing process. The more acetone

absorbed, the less viscous the Viton is. As the acetone is drawn out, the rubber becomes more

viscous and tacky, hardening at its surface until, when dry, it becomes solid. This allows the

finished material upon which the rubber is coated to be screened and worked as a powder.

However, during the mixing process if the material is worked too long in a tacky stage, the

particles upon which it has coated will aggregate and propellant particle size will increase.

Settling and stratification will occur prematurely, bringing inhomogeneity into the mix

process. Over-mixing will, therefore, ruin the output product.

To avoid the results of over-mixing, the blend may be mixed extensively below a ratio of 1.4:

but it must be worked quickly when it exceeds this ratio until it has been pushed to a high enough

ratio (3.4) that will harden the outer coat and keep the particles from aggregating or clumping. If

the mixture is mixed too long above 1.4 but below some ratio that will harden the outer coat, the

precipitated particles will aggregate and the output will be difficult to screen. Prolonged mixing

at 1.6 will cause particles to stick together and ruin the product. Hardening of the outer coat is

required before over-agitation is done. This is achieved by driving the ratio of hexane-to-acetone

to an excess. In practice, the processing time to reach a 1.4 ratio is not critical; but beyond this

point, until an upper limit in excess of what is needed to stop the aggregation process is reached,

the processing time is critical and should be accomplished in rapid order without overwhelming

the blender. Particle size varies depending on the time given for aggregation. Minimum

countersolvent pour times have produced powders which easily pass 100% through a U.S.

Standard sieve no. 30, 90% through a no. 40 sieve, and 50% through a no. 100 sieve.

Graphite Addition

The role of graphite addition to the propellant blend has been widely discussed. Its stated

purposes includes providing a partitioning agent, a lubricant for packing density, a reaction
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ratemodifier,andtinderfor the ignition process.Its realrole doubtlessincludesall of these.
If graphiteisaddedin thefinal stagesof mixing, it aidsthesievingprocessin breakingup the
aggregates.It alsoaidstheconsolidationprocessby allowing theparticlesto flow together
easily. Moreover,accordingto the literature,it canbeusedasa reactionratepromoterand
stabilizerin solidpropellants.Sinceits role in thereactionzoneis subtle,to promotethis it
needsto beintroducedearlyin themixing process,evento thepoint of usingdry powdersto
achieveintimatemixing.

Potassiumperchlorateis knownto decomposewhenheatedto yield potassiumchloride
andoxygen. Decompositionstartsat about500°C;andthereactionis unimolecularoverthe
temperaturerangefrom 536to 617°C. However,morecomplicatedprocessesarepossible.This
decomposition--whenit iscatalyzedby avarietyof agents,ferric oxide,andmanganesedioxide
----canalterchemicalpathways.Manysolidpropellantshaveshownincreasedratesof reaction
whenformulatedwith carbonblack. It isknownthatsolidpotassiumperchlorateandcarbon
blackreactatcomparativelylow temperatures(i.e., 320to 385°C)at aratemuchtoofast for
thenormaldissociationof perchlorateintopotassiumchloride. Thecarbon,therefore,actsas
startingtinderfor theignition processandcatalyzestheperchiorateintoadifferent chemical
pathwaywith afasterresponse.By incorporatingadditivesin thepropellantcomposition,the
burningratecharacteristicsof somepropellantscanbemodified to yield arelativelyflat portion
or "plateau"overa limited pressurerange.Characteristicsof suchpropellantsareshownin the
following figure.

REACTION RATE VS BURNING PRESSURE

Reaction rate Modified"a

BURNING PRESSURE

Pigmenting these propellants with carbon black can increase the burning rates in the low-

pressure (ignition) region and subdue the pressure in the mid- to higher-pressure regions. This

leads to more stable burning characteristics over a wide pressure and volume range.

The NSI propellant demonstrates these characteristics. When it is fired in a large volume (10co

bomb), the ash is a tan-gray color. But when it is fired in a device that drives to high pressure,

the ash becomes ebony black and sooty. Burning the graphite in the first case has gone to
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completionin theform of COandCO,with goodheattransfer;but, in thesecondcase,this
reactionhasbeeninterruptedandthereactionratehasbeenquenchedby leavingunreactedsolid
carbon.

Combininglow-concentrationratepromotershasled to stabilizedveryhigh burningrates
for nitrocellulosesystems.Carbonblackandleadcompoundsat low concentrationshave
beenaddedto nitrocelluloseto speedlow-pressure(ignition) bumrateswhilecontrolling high-
pressure(peakpressure)burnrates.Carbonin therangeof 0.3%candoublethe low-pressure
burningrateandmaintainthatratebeyond1500psia,whilecarbonconcentrationsill therange
of 1.0%canquadrupletheburningrateandhold it nearthatlevelup to 4000psia. Above 1%
carbonblack,theeffectdisappearsandburningratesfall becauseof thedecreasein propellant
energy. Highconcentrationsof theseratepromoterswill usuallyresultin decreasedburning
rates.Thefact that smallparticlecarbonblackpromoteshigherburningratessuggestsa
simplesurfaceareaeffect.

Studiesof theslow decompositionof solidpropellantssuggestthatthecombustionof a
propellanttakesplacethroughasurfacezonedecompositionthatleadsto theformationof a
combustiblegasmixture. Thiscombustionof gas,closeto thepropellantsurface,provides
muchof theenergynecessaryto supporttheprimarydecomposition.Thecombustiblemixture
maycontainreducinggasesandothermorecomplexfragments.A knowledgeof thekinetics
of thevariousreactionswouldbeof obviousvaluein attemptingto understandthecomplete
combustionprocess.Unfortunately,only a fewof thesereactionshavebeenstudied. It is
highlyprobablethatsimilarprocessestakeplacewhenburningtheNSI propellant,with
subtleeffectsonpeakpressureandwaveformasaresult.

Binder Composition

To understand what it occurring in the precipitation process, it is important to understand

that Viton rubber itself is not a single molecular weight substance. It is actually composed of

a mixture of different molecular weight rubbers called "mers." These mers have been blended

together to produce a substance or polymer called Viton.

1"rA Viton

10 4 10 5 I0 6 10 7

Mo_ec ular W_g_t
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Each molecular weight group in the rubber has a slightly different saturation point and solubility

in acetone. Therefore, the precipitation process can selectively filter out molecular weights from

the rubber blend.

Vlton Saturation Regions

Saturated reglon @ 1 8 Hexclne/acetone

X Saturoted region @1 5 Hexane/Acetone

turateO region

1.3 Hexane/Acetone

.dl

10 4 10 5 1O 6 10 7

Idolicular Weight

The precipitation of Viton from the solvent (acetone) by the countersolvent (hexane) results

in what is known as "fractionation" or molecular weight separation. JSC has verified, by gel

permeation chromatography, the fractionation of Viton using different hexane-to-acetone ratios.

Propellant mixes were produced with different hexane-to-acetone ratios, and the quantity and

molecular weights of the rubber precipitated were measured. These data were used to provide

the following curve:
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The physical properties of the Viton produced are a function of the average molecular weight

precipitated. The higher molecular weight fractions are less flexible and more rigid than the

lower molecular weights; the lighter fractions are more tacky and stretchable. It is, therefore,
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importantto maintaintherubber'spropertiesby assuringthatall themolecularweights
precipitateor thatthe"critical countersolvent-to-solventratio" is reached.

Thecritical ratio for thehexane/acetoneprecipitationsystemto precipitateall theViton
constituentscanbeextrapolatedfromacrossplotgraphof previousdata.This graphgivesrubber
outversusmolecularweightona plotandmolecularweightversusthehexane-to-acetoneratio.
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By relating each ordinate axis back to the abscissa, it can be seen that the maximum rubber

output has been achieved by a hexane-to-acetone ratio of 3.4, if not slightly before.
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Besides fractionation, other important phenomenon occur in the precipitation cycle.

When hexane is added to a Viton/acetone solution, the Viton fractions that achieve saturation

precipitate first and layer onto active particles passing by. Saturation begins with the heavy

weight fractions first and progresses to lighter fractions as higher hexane-to-acetone ratios are

achieved. This means that the initial rubber precipitated (at a hexane-to-acetone ratio of 1.3) will

be the heaviest, least soluble Viton constituent. The lighter-weight Viton molecules remain in
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solutionuntil highercountersolvent-to-solventratiosareobtained.Sinceeachmolecularweight
precipitatesaccordingto saturation,thedifferentmolecularweightsarebroughtdownin layers
accordingto their lackof solubility. This leadsto the"M&M effect," which is whentheleast
solublefraction is laid on theactiveparticlefirst with themostsolublefractionslaid on last.
Thishasimportantconsiderationsfor theslurryprocess,wherethereverseof thepropellant
blendingprocessisdesired.Longersoaktimesarerequiredto bring all Viton constituents
back intosolution.

Bridgewire Slurry

Bridgewire slurry operations are key to producing NSI hardware. During this operation, a

mass of propellant is placed in a solvent to dissolve the binder, and the resulting paint-like

mixture is used to coat the bridgewire filament. A laboratory study was performed to better

understand this process. Owing to the small size of the bridgewire unit and the lack of access

within the charge cup, a mockup utilizing glass slides on a special microscope stage was used.

These microscope observations, on drying, revealed the formation of crevices and pockets next

to bridgewire which, in some cases, were large enough to cover the entire bridgewire filament.

Such crevices severely reduce heat transfer from the filament to the slurry mass. These defects

may be responsible for many "long to fire" or "fail to fire" conditions. The participation of one

manufacturer in this study verified that live blends used for slurry operations produced these

same types of voids. The voids are caused by stresses developed in the coating as its dries.

After the slurry mixture is applied to the bridgewire, the slurry forms an outer skin that

gradually thickens. This outer "shell" must collapse upon the shrinking drop as the solvent

leaves the slurry droplet. Under certain conditions, the upper shell may become so rigid that

it cannot collapse owing to its increasing viscosity and solids loading. The inability of this

upper shell to collapse during droplets shrinkage places the underlying structure in tension. The

amount of stress developed is a function of the solvent volume still left in the droplet when the

upper shell becomes rigid. Depending on the geometry (thickness) of the drop, sufficient force

may develop to lift the "floor" of the drop towards the upper shell, causing voids to occur around

the bridgewire. Since this situation cannot be observed from the top of the slurry droplet, it may

go unnoticed. Currently it is known that the molecular weight of the Viton in propellant can
influence this behavior and that certain measures can be taken to prevent void formation.

One measure that can be taken is to make the bridgewire slurry less viscous by adding extra

solvent. When such slurry is added to the bridgewire, it tends to spread out more and reduce the

thickness of the droplet. The first application must not attempt to provide the necessary slurry

mass and should be viewed as a primer. This method works by reducing the thickness of the

droplet and thus reducing the stress (top to bottom) produced in the drying film. Another way

of viewing this fix is that insufficient thickness exists to form a rigid outer shell. Using this fix

requires that subsequent applications be applied atop the first to achieve sufficient slurry mass.

Subsequent drops need to be more viscous for mass loading and to prevent resolutionizing the

first application.

A second method to reduce voids relies on the subtle effects caused by the molecular weight

of the binder. In preliminary testing, this method has by far produced the most void-free sluru

droplets observed. In short, this method calls for a slight reduction in the molecular weight of
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the binder used in the slurry. This is done by producing a mini-blend for a slurry of the same

ingredients as the main blend with fractionated Viton. Eventually this mini-blend may include

the entire propellant. This method changes the molecular weight of the binder, not the

percentage of binder in the propellant. An explanation of why it works follows.

The viscosity of polymer solvent solutions is strongly influenced by the molecular weight of

the polymer in solution, not just its concentration. In general, the higher the molecular weight

of a polymer, the more viscous the solution will be. For example, if 10 g of X molecular weight

Viton are added to 200 ml of acetone and if 10 g of low molecular weight Viton are added to

200 ml of acetone, the solution made with the high molecular weight Viton will have a higher

viscosity. Viscosity is very important in the bridgewire slurry operation. A slurry that is too

thick does not leave the applicator, and a slurry that is too thin drips from the applicator before

it can be positioned. As a consequence, most manufacturers are working within a viscosity
"corridor."

The "ideal" viscosity is approached by experience. If a mixture is too thick, a little more solvent

is added. If a mixture is too thin, some solvent is allowed to evaporate. What really determines

how much solvent a slurry must contain is the molecular weight of the Viton in the propellant. If

a high molecular weight Viton is used, more solvent is added because solutions made with high

molecular weight polymers have an effectively higher viscosity. If a low molecular weight Viton

is used, less solvent is added because solutions made with low molecular weight polymers have

an effectively lower viscosity. The impact of these statements becomes apparent when one

realizes that the stresses developed during slurry droplet drying arise from solvent loss.

Slurries made from low molecular weight Viton have less solvent in them (to achieve the right

viscosity) and, therefore, have less solvent to lose. Less solvent to lose means lower stresses and

dimensional changes occur during drying. Lower molecular weight Viton is less likely to form a

hard shell that is incapable of movement during the drying process and should retain more of its

flexibility at low temperatures. By lowering the molecular weight of the Viton, it becomes

easier (wider corridor) to apply slurry to bridgewire without cracking.

Further testing will be done to determine what effects lowering of the molecular weight of

Viton will have on a propellant. By applying the methods detailed here, NSI units have been

prepared that function under 400 !as with little deviation. Work continues on the impact that

initial purity and preparatory treatment of starting materials have on propellant performance.

Much of the propellant manufacturing process has been documented, but further work remains.

The authors gratefully acknowledge the help the NSI manufacturers have given. Their help has

led to a better understanding and documentation of this product.
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